Lighting Silverware

I

think photographers probably photograph more people than
anything else and so when it comes to lighting, creating light on
people is most common. Case in point, if you look at the training
schedule for most photographic conferences, the majority of
light training is for portrait, wedding, boudoir, and fashion. For
this reason, most photographers lack the skill set for creating and
controlling light on tricky surfaces such as those of shiny objects. They
may be proficient at lighting humans, but human skin is somewhat
textured so not particularly shiny – its texture breaks up the shine
(Specular Highlights) making it way easier to deal with than the specular
highlights you see shaping the silverware of my colourful fruit image in
Image 001.
In this article I’m going to walk you through one of my favourite
techniques for controlling specular highlights, specifically on the upper
knife in my fruit shot. But before I lay out this technique, here’s a little
background on what the image was about: This image was created for a
North American paper company (paper for printing presses) that wanted
a colourful full-range image to be printed on all their paper stock so
clients could view and compare the different characteristics of all their
papers side by side in a beautiful book. To that end it was up to me
to come up with a simple catchy image – the only direction I received
was a brief that read, ‘Create a still-life with vibrant colourful fruit.’
Unfortunately, it was off season for fruit in the northern hemisphere so
only tired looking imported supermarket produce was available. Typically,
in situations like this perfectly crafted wax fruit can be rented from bigger
cities such as Toronto, New York, or Los Angeles, but at great cost. Or
fruit can be shipped overnight, also at great cost, from other parts of the
world where it is in season. For example, once we ordered a single flat
of raspberries from Israel at a cost of €300! For this project there wasn’t
the time to order from afar – I was expected to conceive, prop, and shoot
in less than a day. I ended up picking out the best from a grocery store
nearby – any fruit shortcomings would have to be perked up in post.
The symphony of colour provided by using fruit as subjects was a perfect
way to show off the colour reproduction abilities of all the client’s papers.
As great a choice as this was, it did have one shortfall – it did not show off
the paper’s ability to render neutral highlights and shadows.
Placing two silverware knives amongst the fruit made for the perfect
solution. The knives were ‘just the ticket’ for creating neutral tones and
brilliant contrast to the sea of colour. Obviously the fruit alone could
not provide this because all specular highlights sitting on their surfaces
would have colour shifts from the underlying fruit pigments bleeding
through, unless of course you let them burn out to pure white which is a
harsh look that neither my client nor I like!
To create the lighting for this image, I started with a mono-bloc strobe
placed behind and to the left of the set (see Image 002A). To even out its
light, a white translucent gel was affixed to the front end of the strobe’s
18 cm (7 inch) bowl-reflector. This backlight was placed down low so
that its energy skimmed across the fruit, projecting dramatic hard-edged
shadows across the set. This strobe was also tilted up a little so that
just the edge of the light struck the fruit, thus making the more intense
middle portion of the light-path, pass over the top. A mono-bloc strobe
fitted with a 60x90 cm (2x3 foot) soft-box was placed over the top and
to right of the set to fill in the shadows (see Image 002A). The brightness
of this light source was metered to under-illuminate the fruit by three
stops – three stops below the camera setting (back of the incident meter
against fruit, its dome pointed at the soft-box).
Wanting to create spot-lighting effects on key areas of the fruit
arrangement, I suspended six small silver cards from magic arms above

the subjects (see Image 002A). The cards were positioned to reflect
the backlighting passing over the set back down onto the fruit. The
problem with this technique is in trying to create a pleasing lighting ratio
between the backlighting and the spotlight reflectors while only using
one light origin (the backlight strobe). Invariably your backlighting is
too strong if you point the light directly onto the subjects. To overcome
this shortcoming I usually tilt the strobe up a bit; this reduces light on
the subject backs while increasing brightness to the silver cards. In other
words, this feathering trick provides the control to achieve whatever
lighting ratio you need. The exposure of the light striking the back edges
of the fruit was set to one stop below the camera exposure setting while
the silver-card spot-lit areas, ranged from one stop over to one stop
under (measured with incident meter).
Once the fruit was lit to my satisfaction, I turned my attention to light the
knives. The knives were silver-plate which means they have a metallic
surface. When light strikes metal the photons cannot penetrate the
metal’s molecular structure. This is because the molecules are too tightly
packed together for the photons to pass through. For this reason, the
metallic surface does not absorb any of the light striking it – all photons
bounce off the metal surface. This means that we get no colour or tone
from this object. The colour and tone that our eyes and mind perceive
is really just the surrounding objects reflected on the metal’s surface. If
metal does appear to have colour and tone other than reflections, this is
due to some sort of coating over its surface, that coating could be rust,
dirt, or some sort of applied pigment.
When I placed the knives amongst the fruit, I found that their blades
reflected my studio’s black ceiling making them appear black and lifeless
(see upper knife in Image 002A). To bring them to life I needed to find
and/or create a brighter surface for them to see. For the lower knife I
angled it so that it caught a reflection of the soft-box fill-light over its
surface. The upper knife was the feature knife and so I spent a little
more time creating specular form over its surface. To this end, a small
rectangular white-card reflector was suspended above the set then
angled so that its white surface was lit up by the backlight (see Image
002B). The positioning of the card was pretty finicky; it had to be in just
the right spot relative to the position and angle of the knife as well as
the camera point of view, but once the perfect orientation was found, it
created a white reflection on the knife blade. To prevent the knife from
looking like it was made of white plastic, which is how it appears if it sees
an evenly lit white surface, I bent one end of the white-card away from
the backlight so that the light would fall off in brightness on the card;
this gradated the specular highlight brightness from bright to dark at
the handle end of the knife blade. This solved the white plastic look, but
I wasn’t happy with how the tip of the blade appears to be stuck into the
lime. I found this abrupt end to the specular highlight distracting and
so added a small black-card gobo to throw a soft-edged shadow onto
the other end of the white-card (see Image 002C). Now the edge of the
white-card starts out dark and then gradually gradates into white. This
unevenly lit white-card images on the blade tip giving a beautiful softedged transfer to the edge of the specular highlight; this is technically
called a soft Specular Edge Transfer. With this tweak, the blade gradates
from near white at the blade’s middle to a darker grey at the blade’s tip,
no longer drawing our attention to the tip and lime – hard edge transfers
draw attention, soft edge transfers don’t.
I love light shaping objects such as silverware, but it takes a different
mindset than lighting people. As you read above, metallic objects
have no tone or colour of their own and so must be lit by giving them
something to reflect. If you create your sources well, you can create
much depth within the specular highlights that show up on the subject’s
surface. But when that surface reflects an even tone, usually white, it
makes it look very two-dimensional, looking like white plastic; this is
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It’s time to get qualified…The challenge is on…

a common result when using a soft-box to create specular highlights
because most soft-boxes are designed to be fairly even in tone from edge
to edge. I remember being very frustrated early on in my career when
all my silverware shots looked like white plastic cutlery from a fast-food
kiosk!
And one final thing, usually on set-ups like this I use a fill-reflector rather
than a fill-light. I typically place a piece of white foam-board over the top
of the set to redirect some of this stray light back down onto the subjects
to fill in the shadows. However, on this shoot I already had a 60x90
cm (2x3 foot) soft-box assembled from an earlier shoot and so used it
instead; I am ever the opportunist!
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A real opportunity to gain the
recognition you deserve for your work.
Gaining a photography qualification/distinction gives these benefits

Dave
Montizambert
lectures
internationally on lighting, digital
photography and Adobe Photoshop.
He is also a published author having
written two books on lighting
and digital photography (www.
montizambert.com] plus numerous
magazine articles on these topics
in North America, Europe, Russia
and Asia. Dave also creates lighting
and Photoshop tutorial DVDs for
www.software-cinema.com & www.
PhotoshopCAFE.com/video
and
authors ‘Dave On Demand’ (www.
montizambert.com) lighting tutorial
based photo-training. Dave is
available for lectures and workshops
in your area and can be reached
through www.montizambert.com.
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More self-confidence
A feeling of achievement
Improvement of your financial future
Reach higher goals
Higher profile within the photographic industry
Unlimited motivation
and much more…

What are you waiting for?

Licentiate Qualification by digital submission

I joined The Societies to further develop my photography
and be part of a network of like minded people who are
serious about their craft. I’ve always loved being outdoors
and my passion is wildlife photography. I always knew I
could make decent images, I just wanted some structure
to develop myself further.

Associate Qualification by digital submission

I’m an amateur at the moment but I do aim to shoot
professionally once I take early retirement in a couple
of years. With this in mind I started out on the journey
towards qualification with the Society of International
Nature & Wildlife Photographers (SINWP), investing time
and effort in building a portfolio for judging. I made full
use of the Mentoring Programme run by The Societies and
listened to the truly insightful feedback I was given by my
mentor (Thank you Lenny).

Images must be of good saleable work consistent with standard
professional practice. Judges are looking for a good use of skill and
technique in most applicable elements in a minimum of 16 out of the 20
images submitted. For this level of qualification we require a minimum of
four different commissions/sessions to be included in each submission, to
achieve a good use of skill and technique over a variety of sessions shows
the consistency we are looking for to award Licentiate.
Images must be of good saleable work consistent with standard
professional practice. Judges are looking for above average skill and
technique in most applicable elements in a minimum of 16 out of the 20
images submitted, with the remaining 4 images reaching the requirements
of Licentiate level for the panel to be passed. For this level of qualification
we require the images ‘sit together’ as a body of work representative of the
photographer’s unique style, creativity and skills.

Where to start – Mentoring

Our Mentor Me Programme is part of our Continuing Professional
Development initiative and is utilised by many of our members. Through
this invaluable programme our dedicated team of Fellow, Master and
Grand Master Photographers provide one to one appraisals of work and
advice for progression through written reports. The Mentor Me Programme
is a designed to be a cycle, with free, unlimited access available to our
‘Professional’ level members. It is a process of submitting images for
critique, receiving written reports from the allocated Mentor and then
applying the new knowledge gained to produce further images to submit.
We advise that all members go through the Mentor Me Programme before
submitting for Qualification.

https://thesocieties.net/mentoring/
We look forward to seeing your submission.

Full details on Qualifications please see our website:
https://thesocieties.net/qualifications/

I was really nervous of making my first mentoring
submission but I needn’t have been. Yes, the initial
feedback did sting a little, especially with some of the
shots I thought were above average, if not good. As the
process progresses you start to see your work through the
eyes of others. It’s this that really made a difference.
I set myself a challenge of skipping Licentiate and going
straight for Associate of the SINWP believing that this
would stretch me more. It did, but I can now say after
being awarded Associateship that the journey has been
worth it.
The Societies’ members are a great bunch too. The
Facebook forum is a great place to share information and
gain inspiration. It’s a great place to ask questions too There’s usually someone who’s in a position to answer a
query whether it be gear, technique or business related.
I can’t recommend The Societies highly enough for
anyone who’s really serious about their photography. Now
I need to start the planning for my Fellowship panel in a
few year’s time and looking forward to the beginning of
my new career. - Chris Latham ASINWP
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